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Fourth Test: India win by 157 runs,
take 2-1 lead in series...

'If The World Just Danced' ...

Supreme Court slams Centre on tribunal vacancies

RESPECT US, DON'T CONFRONT
A special bench headed by Chief Justice N.V. Ramana on Monday told the Centre
that it is not keen "having a confrontation" with it but its patience is running out on
delay in filling up vacancies at key tribunals.
Team Absolute|New Delhi

"We are upset, we will give
you 3-4 days time. You have
no respect for the judgments
of this court. You are testing
our patience".

T

he bench, also comprising justices D.Y.
Chandrachud and L. Nageswara Rao
said in the backdrop of long-pending
vacancies, the tribunals across the country
are on "the verge of collapse", some are only
working with one-member, and cases are
being adjourned by a year. The bench clearly told the Solicitor General Tushar Mehta to
convince the government to fill long-pending vacancies at tribunals by next hearing on
September 13.
At the beginning of the hearing, when
Mehta asked for adjournment in the matter,
the chief justice, denying adjournment.
Mehta shared a screenshot of a letter
addressed to him by the finance ministry on
September 6. The ministry said the rules
under Tribunal Reforms Act, 2021 are in the
process of being finalized and will soon be
notified. "The new law has paved the way for
filling up of vacancies in the tribunals... The
government will ensure that within next two
weeks, a decision on appointment to all the
tribunals is taken where the Search-cumSelection Committees have already given
their recommendations to the government",

CJI
"The appointments have been
pending for over a year-anda-half. Why were these
appointments not made?"

Juctice L. Nageswara
Rao
"Next time we issue a judgement there will be a new law
contrary to the judgement.
It's a replica!"

Justices D.Y.
Chandrachud

said the letter.Justice Chandrachud noted,
names for appointments were cleared by the
Intelligence Bureau and then by a committee which included top court judges and
senior-level bureaucrats. "No clarity, why
they are deleted? We sit together with

bureaucrats and made decisions. It is a
waste of energy", said justice Chandrachud.
Justice Rao said if appointments were not
made then tribunals would have to be
closed. "Emasculating by not appointing
members", he added.

Pleas against quota for OBCs, EWS in NEET, notice issued
Top court refuses to defer NEET-UG exam scheduled on September 12
New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Monday agreed to examine pleas challenging the Centre's decision to implement 10 per cent
quota for economically weaker section (EWS) category and 27 per cent quota for Other Backward Classes (OBC) in the National
Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test (NEET) admissions for medical courses. The plea contended that petitioners and similarly affected candidates were shocked to note the reservation in 15 per cent UG and 50 per cent PG All India Quota seats (MBBS/BDS and
MD/MS/MDS), which comes into effect from the current academic session 2021-22.After hearing arguments, the bench, issued notice
to the Central government and the Medical Counselling Committee. The top court tagged them with a pending matter. "Issue notice,
returnable on September 20, 2021. List the Writ Petitions along with SLP (C) Diary No 20808/2021 on September 20, 2021," said the top
court in its order.

Internet suspended ahead
of Karnal mahapanchayat
CHANDIGARH | Agencies

S

eeing the assembly of a
large number of protesting farmers in Karnal for
the mahapanchayat on
Tuesday, the Haryana government on Monday
announced alternative routes
on the Ambala-Delhi
National Highway 44 to prevent major traffic obstructions. The government has
also directed to suspend
mobile internet services in
Karnal district from Monday
midnight to 11:59 pm on
September 7 to maintain law
and order. The mahapanchayat has been convened to
protest against the August 28
lathicharge on farmers.
The traffic bound for Delhi
from Ambala will be diverted
from Pipli in Kurukshetra.
Likewise, the traffic to
Ambala from Delhi will be

diverted from the Pepsi
Bridge in Panipat.
"People are advised to
avoid traveling on NH 44 on
September 7 as the movement of traffic on this highway may remain affected due
to the farmers' mahapanchayat," said an advisory
issued by Karnal district magistrate Nishant Kumar Yadav.
The farmers will gather at
the grain market of Karnal
and take out a protest march
on NH 44 before proceeding

11 MORE PEOPLE SHOWING SYMPTOMS
NIPAH IN KOZHIKODE
Thiruvananthapuram: A day after a 12-year-old boy in
Kozhikode succumbed to the Nipah virus, Kerala health
minister Veena George confirmed that 11 more people are
showing symptoms of the viral infection.
A day after a 12-year-old boy in Kozhikode succumbed
to the Nipah virus, Kerala health minister Veena George
confirmed that 11 more people, including the child's mother, are showing symptoms of the viral infection.
Samples have been taken from all 11 persons suspected
of contracting Nipah virus, of which results of eight samples are expected by Monday night, said Veena George.
An animal husbandry team has inspected the house and
premises where the 12-year-old lived with his family.
Samples have been collected from two goats owned by the
family. Samples have also been taken from two rambutan
trees in their plot, as bats may have bitten the fruits on the
tree. The team also found a habitat of bats across the lake
from the house. A Bhopal NIV team will reach here on
Wednesday to collect samples. The state health department
is closely monitoring the cases and meticulously conducting contact tracing, said the health minister. As many as
251 contacts have been identified, of which 54 people are
in the high-risk category.

towards the mini-secretariat.
Bharatiya Kisan Union
(Haryana) President Gurnam
Singh Chaduni told the
media in Karnal, "We will
'gherao' the mini-secretariat
as per our plan."
The protesting farmers
have been demanding action
against the IAS officer who
ordered police action on
August 28, and those policemen who were involved in
the lathicharge on the
protesting farmers.

Majority of UP kid
deaths due to
dengue, scrub
typhus
New Delhi: The Centre on
Monday said that a majority
of children's deaths in Uttar
Pradesh's Firozabad district
occurred due to dengue, as
well as scrub typhus, and leptospirosis.
In a letter to UP Chief
Secretary Rajendra Kumar
Tiwari, Union Health
Secretary Rajesh Bhushan
said that the central team has
found that majority of cases
of viral fever and deaths
among children in Firozabad
were due to dengue, and a
few cases were due to scrub
typhus and leptospirosis. The
Central government, in the
letter, has suggested some
actions to control the dengue
outbreak in the district.

The Chief Justice told Mehta, you never
advise government to make legislation after
legislation, "this is how bureaucracy functions I understand! But government need to
take a call". The Chief Justice further added,
"We are not interested in or inviting any confrontation. We are listing it next Monday. By
that time see appointments are made".
The bench did not record these oral observations of the court order, instead asked
Mehta to engage with the government on
issue of appointments. Mehta said that he
will convey it to the government. The bench
told Mehta, "No, no 'conveying' is something
else. If you don't want an order from us, you
pass the order of appointments".If orders are
not implemented, the top court said it has
following options: Stay the Tribunal Reforms
Act, close down tribunals, the top court
appoints the people to fill up vacancies and
initiate contempt of court proceedings.
Concluding the hearing the Chief Justice
stressed that the court expects some
appointments to be made by Monday.

KOCHI | Agencies

I

n a crucial intervention,
the Kerala High Court on
Monday ruled that the
second dose of Covishield
can be taken 28 days of taking the first dose in the private sector, but this time
frame will not be applicable
to the free supply of vaccines.
The court noted that there
have been exemptions given
to the current 84 day period
between the two doses to
those officials who go for
meetings and to students
who are studying abroad,
and thus, it is not fair to delay
it as the vaccines have been
already purchased by companies.After giving the first
dose, according to the
Centre, the second dose

could be given only after 84
days, which was contested by
Kitex, which pointed out that
since they have already purchased the vaccines and if
the administration is going to
be delayed, then the vaccines
could get spoiled and would
have to be thrown away.
On Monday, the Centre
strongly opposed this, but the
court overruled their objections, pointing out that while
already there have been
exemptions given to officials
and students, it is not fair to
delay the second dose to the
employees and it can be
given. It, however, pointed
out this 28 day period will not
be available in the free supply
quota of the government.

Govt will pay increased premium in
journalist health insurance scheme

Bhopal : Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan has
announced on the demand
of journalists during his stay
in Jabalpur last day that the
government will bear the
burden of increase in premi-

Team Absolute|New Delhi

um for the year 2021-22
made by the insurance
company under Journalist
Health and Accident Group
Insurance Scheme.Chouhan
has said that journalists will
have to pay the same premium as last year. Journalists
should not worry about the
increased premium. Chief
Minister Chouhan said that
my government and I have
always stood in the interest
of journalists. Chief Minister
Chouhan has also directed
to extend the last date for
applying online to
September 30 from
September 15.

body, Rehbari Shura or leadership council.
Taliban said another veteran
Taliban leader Sirajuddin
Haqqani, head of the Haqqani
Network, is proposed as federal
interior minister, the report
said.
Similarly, Mullah Yaqoob,
son of Taliban founder Mullah
Mohammad Omar, has been
approved as Afghanistan's
defence
minister.

A

fter days of consultations, the
Taliban have nominated
Mullah Mohammad Hasan
Akhund as the new head of state,
according to senior leaders, a media
report said.
They said the new government
was likely to be installed on
Wednesday, "or may get delayed for
a few more days", The News
International reported.
"Ameerul Momineen Sheikh
Hibatullah Akhunzada had himself
proposed Mullah Mohammad
Hasan Akhund as Raees-e-Jamhoor,
or raees-ul-wazara or the new head
state of Afghanistan. Mullah
Baradar Akhund and Mullah Abdus
Salam will work as his deputies," a
senior Taliban leader told The
News.
The report said three Taliban
leaders confirmed Mullah
Mohammad Hasan Akhund's nomination. Mullah Mohammad Hassan
Akhund is presently head of the
Taliban's powerful decision-making

CHENNAI | Agencies

C

Kerala HC allows Covishield
second jab after 28 days

MULLAH HASAN AKHUND NOMINATED AS HEAD OF AFGHANISTAN

ISRO commemorates two years
of Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter
-The eight payloads
onboard Chandrayaan-2
are conducting scientific
observations of the Moon by
remote sensing and in-situ
techniques.
According to ISRO, the science data are being made
available for analysis by
academia and institutes, for
a greater participation to
bring out more science from
Chandrayaan-2 mission.
 The Chandrayaan-2 is
India's second moon mission.
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ommemorating the completion of two years of
operation of
Chandrayaan-2 orbiter around
the moon, the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO)
Chairman and Secretary,
Department of Space K. Sivan
inaugurated two day Lunar
Science Workshop 2021 on
Monday.
He also released
Chandrayaan-2 data product
and science documents, along
with data from Chandrayaan-2
orbiter payloads. The two-day
Lunar Science Workshop, is livestreamed on ISRO's website and

Facebook page, for effectively
reaching the students, academia
and institutes, to engage the wisdom of the scientific community
to analyse Chandrayaan-2 data.
The science results from the
eight payloads will be presented
by the scientists in this workshop.In addition to the science
results, during September 6-7,
there will be lectures on the
Chandrayaan-2 mission, tracking, operations, and data archival
aspects as well. Along with the
scientists from ISRO/DOS, there
will also be lectures on lunar science to be delivered by scientists
from Indian Institutes of Science
Education Research, Kolkata,
IISc, Bengaluru and IIT Roorkee.

Won't allow any interference:
Taliban after ISI chief's visit
The Taliban on Monday asserted that it will not allow any country, including
Pakistan, to interfere in Afghanistan's internal affairs as it confirmed that InterServices Intelligence chief Lieutenant General Faiz Hameed met the insurgent
group's de facto leader Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar in Kabul, amidst efforts to
finalise a government. The questions of interference in Afghanistan's internal
affairs were raised after the ISI Director General Lt Gen Hameed dashed to
Kabul on an unannounced visit last week. Taliban spokesperson Zabiullah
Mujahid said that the group will not allow any country, including Pakistan, to
interfere in Afghanistan's affairs, Afghanistan's Khaama News reported.

BJP may move court on
Bhabanipur bypoll: Dilip Ghosh
KOLKATA | Agencies

T

he controversy over the by-election at Bhabanipur assembly constituency in West Bengal continued as state BJP president Dilip Ghosh
said that the party is thinking of moving
the court on the issue. The party is taking the opinion of the lawyers and then
the final decision will be taken, he said.
Speaking to media on Monday, the
state BJP President said, "The state is
not allowing local trains to ply. They are
not allowing more than 50 guests in a
function. They are arresting people
who are congregating for some purpose and they are going for the election"."This double standard cannot
continue. Either they will have to say
there is no corona in the state or they
will have to suspend the polls. There
will be a gathering of thousands in the

election meeting of Mamata Banerjee.
Is there anyone who can arrest them?
They will only arrest Dilip Ghosh,
Suvendu Adhikari and the BJP supporters," Ghosh said.The election commission on Saturday announced the date
for the by-election in Bhabanipur and
elections in two other assembly constituencies - Samserganj and Jangipur
in Murshidabad district. The elections
in these three constituencies will be
held on September 30 and the counting is on October 3.
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Bengal Speaker accuses Governor of interfering
in Assembly's internal matters

CBSE CLASS 12 PVT, 'PATRACHAR' STUDENTS
CAN SEEK PROVISIONAL ADMISSION K

KOLKATA| Agencies
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T

he Supreme Court on Monday
said private, "patrachar" and
second compartment students
of CBSE Class 12 board exams can
apply for admission to higher studies
on a provisional basis, but would
have to produce their results, after
these are declared, to the institution
concerned.
Lawyers, appearing for the
University Grants Commission (UGC)
and the All India Council for
Technical Education (AICTE), submitted before a bench headed by
Justice A.M. Khanwilkar that these
students can apply for admissions on
a provisional basis subject to producing results, which would be declared
by the CBSE.
The petitioner's counsel argued
that though results for regular students have been declared but results
of nearly one lakh private, "patrachar"
and second compartment students

have not been declared so far.
Counsel appearing for the CBSE
informed the bench, also comprising

Justices Hrishikesh Roy and C.T.
Ravikumar that results of the private,
"patrachar", and second compart-

K'taka local polls: BJP wins Belagavi, falls
short in Hubballi-Dharwad, Kalburgi
BENGALURU| Agencies

K

arnataka's ruling BJP has managed to
wrestle Belagavi City Corporation by
winning a clear majority in local body
elections, but fell short of a majority in
Hubballi-Dharwad, whereas Congress suffered a setback in Kalburgi.
However, the BJP is all set to elect its mayoral candidates in all three major city corporations.
The AIMIM of Asaduddin Owaisi marked
its arrival in Karnataka by winning one seat in
Belagavi and three seats in HubballiDharwad.
The BJP won 36 seats in the 58-member
Belagavi City Corporation as both Kannadigas
and Marathi-speaking people came together
to vote for it. The Congress won 10 seats,
while the Maharashtra Ekikarana Samithi
(MES), which had wielded influence in local
elections for decades, was reduced to two
seats. The AIMIM won one of the six seats it
contested.In the 82-member HubballiDharwad city corporation, the BJP won 39,
while the Congress bagged 33 seats. The
AIMIM sprang a surprise by winning three
seats. Independent candidates won in six

seats, while the JD-S managed to win only one
seat. The BJP is all set to sit at the helm by garnering support from independents to attain
the majority of 42.
The BJP is planning to take reins of
Kalburgi City Corporation with the help of the
JD-S. Kalburgi was considered as the stronghold of Congress as it is the native district of
party veteran and Leader of Opposition in the
Rajya Sabha, Mallikarjun Kharge.
The BJP managed to win 23 seats against
the Congress which emerged as the single
largest party with 26 seats in the 55-member
body. The JD-S managed to win 4 seats.

ment students would be declared by
September 30.
The bench noted that these students can apply for relevant courses
on a provisional basis and on giving
undertaking that results will be submitted to the college/ institution concerned within one week post the declaration.
The UGC counsel submitted that
even if the results are not available,
the petitioner and similarly-placed
students can apply for admission on
provisional basis.
The top court was hearing a plea
citing delay in the announcement of
results of these categories of students,
which may lead to denial of admission to them for higher studies.
In July, the top court had refused to
entertain a plea seeking reconsideration of its June 22 order, where it
declined to interfere with the CBSE
assessment scheme for conducting
offline exam for such students amid
the pandemic.

20 DOGS FOUND
POISONED IN UP'S
MAHOBA
Mahoba : In a shocking
incident, about 20 dogs
were poisoned by some
unidentified persons in a
village in the Shrinagar area
in Uttar Pradesh's Mahoba,
police said.An FIR has been
lodged against unidentified
persons based on a complaint filed by Basaura village head Sukh Nandan
Prajapati.
Station House Officer
(SHO) Anil Kumar said that
the dead dogs had been
buried. All the dogs were
strays.
According to reports, the
dogs were apparently given
bread laced with poison in
the village on Saturday and
Sunday.Prajapati said at
least 20 dogs had died so
far, and the count is likely to
go up.
Chief Development
Officer Hari Charan said on
Monday that the matter was
being probed.

icking off a fresh battle against West
Bengal Governor Jagdeep Dhankhar,
Assembly Speaker Biman Banerjee on
Monday asked the Governor not to interfere
in the internal matters of the Assembly.
Banerjee was replying to Dhankhar's letter
where the Governor had advised the Speaker
to uphold the 'dignity of the Parliamentary
system'. Though he didn't say much in
detail, the letter was regarding the nomination of Mukul Roy as the chairman of the
Public Accounts Committee of the Assembly.
Speaking to the media, Banerjee said, "I
have replied to the letter of the Governor in
this regard. I told him that you cannot interfere in the work of the Assembly. The matter
of the Chairman of the Public Accounts
Committee is entirely within the purview of
the Speaker. By interfering in this, he is ruining the dignity of the Assembly."
"The language that the Governor is using
doesn't justify his constitutional position. He
should understand the dignity and importance of his position. Hopefully he restrains
himself and doesn't interfere in the internal
affairs of the legislature," he added.
"I do not understand why the Governor is
interfering in the affairs of the Assembly. I
hope he will understand the seriousness of

the issue and not try to interfere in the work
of the Assembly," he said.
The controversy arose after Banerjee nominated Trinamool leader Mukul Roy for the
post of the Chairman of the Public Accounts
Committee. Traditionally, the post is offered
to the opposition but as Roy had switched
camp and joined the Trinamool after winning the elections on a BJP ticket, the BJP
claimed the right for the post. The saffron
brigade said that someone from BJP should
have been offered the post. The Leader of the
Opposition, Suvendu Adhikari, and another
MLA Ambika Roy even moved the court
challenging the decision. The Trinamool,
however, claimed that the matter depended
entirely on the Speaker.

BJP MLAs chant Jai Sri Ram to protest
against Namaz in Jharkhand Assembly
RANCHI | Agencies

B

JP legislators chanted
'Jai Sri Ram', 'Har Har
Mahadev' inside the
Jharkhand Assembly on
Monday to protest against
the allocation of a room by
the Speaker for offering
Namaz during the Assembly
session.
"The Assembly will function only when the Speaker
revokes his order to allocate a
separate room for offering
Namaz in the Assembly," a
BJP legislator said.
The ruling Jharkhand
Mukti Morcha and the
Congress termed the BJP's
act as driven by politics.
"A separate room has been
allocated for offering Namaz
during Assembly session.
The BJP should not do politics over faith," said a
Congress legislator.

The BJP legislators also
sang bhajans on the
Assembly campus before the
session commenced.
Jharkhand Chief Minister
Hemant Soren has termed
the BJP's act as unfortunate.
"A party adopts such methods when it has no issue or
agenda. If there is faith in the
mind, god is everywhere. But

when demon prevails in the
mind, a person sees opponents everywhere," the Chief
Minister said. On September
2, Speaker Rabindra Nath
Mahto had issued an order
allocating a separate room
for offering Namaz during the
Assembly session.
To protest the Speaker's
move, the BJP has demanded

a separate room for reading
Hanuman Chalisa. "The state
government has adopted an
appeasement policy. There
are many mosques within 1
km radius of the state
Assembly. So why allocate a
separate room for offering
Namaz. It is a wrong precedent set by the JMM government," said Biranchi

Congress resolution seeks
JDU MLA killed my husband: Woman Youth
Rahul Gandhi as Cong chief
gives complaint to Nitish Kumar T
PANAJI| Agencies

PATNA | Agencies

A

woman from Bihar's Valmiki
Nagar has given a complaint to
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
alleging police inaction against JDU
MLA Rinku Singh, on Monday.
The complainant, Kumud Verma
alleged that the JDU MLA of Valmiki
Nagar was involved in the murder of
her husband Dayanand Verma, in
February this year, but Bihar police
did not arrest him.
Kumud Verma came to Janata
Darbar of Nitish Kumar, held in
Patna on Monday. After the complaint, the chief minister immediately sent her to DGP S.K. Singhal.
"Please take her to the DGP. He
will look after the case," Nitish Kumar
said.

Valmiki Nagar MLA Rinku Singh
and his two associates Babloo Kumar

and Shakil are facing murder charge
of former district councillor

Dayanand Verma. An FIR has been
registered in Naurangia police station
on the written complaint of the
deceased's wife Kumud Verma.
Dayanand Verma was gunned
down on February 14 when he was
interacting with supporters at Sirisia
Chowk in Bagha town. The police
said that two bike borne attackers
came there and started indiscriminate firing on him. Verma received
four gunshot injuries and succumbed in sub-divisional hospital,
Bagha.Dayanand Verma, apart from
being a politician was also a contractor in Bagha and adjoining districts.
Disputes could be the reason behind
his murder.
Rinku Singh and his two aides are
absconding since then.

Congress to extend full support
to farmers' Bharat Bandh

he Youth Congress, on the final day of its
two-day national executive meeting
here on Monday, passed a resolution
unanimously seeking Rahul Gandhi be
appointed as the President of the Congress
again.
Rahul Gandhi had resigned as party chief
in 2019 after the Congress' second successive
poll defeat, and Sonia Gandhi has been interim President since August 2019.
"The leader of the Congress party, Rahul
Gandhi ji should become the National
President of the Congress party again, and in
the coming days, the Youth Congress will fight
on all burning issues in the interest of the
country on the streets and will take this struggle to the people," the Congress youth wing's
national President Srinivas B.V. said.
The meeting saw discussion on many topics, including the challenges before the organisation in the coming days and how can success be achieved, major programmes of the
organisation, internal elections, membership,

and others.Main issues that the country is facing such as unemployment, rising inflation,
farmers problem, national security, "selling
the country's properties", and how to fight
against the BJP government on these "antipeople" issues in the coming times were also
discussed in detail.

AMID RIFT, TS SINGHDEO SHARES
STAGE WITH BAGHEL IN RAIPUR

Team Absolute|New Delhi

T

he Congress party has decided to extend
full support to the farmers' Bharat Bandh
on September 27 against the three farm
laws. Former party president Rahul Gandhi has
been at the forefront in the support to the farmers agitation from the very beginning. He has
also termed the farmers as "brave".
In a tweet Rahul said, "Fearless at the forefront... he is the fortune maker of India."
Congress newly appointed in-charge of agitation committee, Digvijaya Singh said, "Kisan
Mahapanchayat has proposed Bharat Bandh on
September 27. All the non-BJP parties should try
to make it a grand success."
Earlier on Sunday, Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
said that the farmers are the voice of the country.
The Kisan Mahapanchayat in Muzaffarnagar
on Sunday, turned out to be a massive show of
strength of farmer unity as over 300 farmer
unions from 15 states participated under the
aegis of the Sanyukt Kisan Morcha (SKM) and
reiterated their resolve to continue with the
protest. The farmers unanimously gave a call for
complete Bharat Bandh on September 27 in
protest against the three contentious farm laws.
They (the Centre) said that only a handful of
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hhattisgarh Chief
Minister Bhupesh
Baghel and state
Health Minister T.S. Singhdeo
shared stage after a long time
in Raipur, after both the leaders blamed each other for
pushing the government into
turmoil over the issue of rotational chief ministership in
the state. Singhdeo walked
into the function at the Chief
Minister's residence in
Raipur where the two warring leaders were seen sitting
side by side. The Chief
Minister had organized the
function to celebrate Teeja

C

farmers are protesting. Let them see what a
handful this is today. Let us raise our voices so it
reaches to the ears of those sitting in Parliament,
the farmer leaders said.
The farmer leaders said that the
Mahapanchayat will also prove that the agitation
has the support of "all castes, religions, states,

classes, small traders and all sections of the society".The SKM said in a statement, "The
Mahapanchayat today will make the Modi and
Yogi governments realise the power of farmers,
farm labourers, and supporters of the farm
movement. The Muzaffarnagar Mahapanchayat
will be the biggest ever in the last nine months."

Poora. Apart from Singhdeo,
other ministers were also
present at the function.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel also invited women
spokespersons of the AICC -Supriya Shrinate, Alka Lamba
and Radhika Khera, who
were also present at the function. Baghel was also seen
dancing at the event.
The Supporters of
Singhdeo have been pushing
for change for the post of the
chief minister, even as the
state unit is gearing up for the
visit of Rahul Gandhi to
Sarguja, which is the stronghold of Singhdeo in the state.

THREE WOMEN
SHOT AT BY ARMY
JAWAN IN BIHAR
Patna: An Indian Army
soldier opened fire at
three women, including
his wife in Bihar's west
Champaran district, on
Monday morning. The
accused Naresh Shah was
posted in Delhi
Cantonment and had
come to Bihar on leave. He
was in an inebriated state
at the time of the incident.
"My husband was in a
drunken state and assaulted me in the morning. I
managed to escape from
the house and hid behind
a group of women in the
village. My husband ran
towards me carrying a
double-barrel rifle.
He threatened the
women to move away
from me which they
refused to do to save my
life. As a result, Naresh
opened fire on them," said
Anita Shah, wife of the
accused and the complainant. Anita has
received two gunshot
injuries in both the legs.
Besides, a woman identified as Palmati Devi and a
girl Kajal Kumari also sustained gunshot injuries in
their legs.
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PRIORITISE PUBLIC SAFETY, AVOID ALL MEETS, Now, ED on 'lookout'
for Anil Deshmukh
PROTESTS: THACKERAY TO PARTIES
Team Absolute|Mumbai

A

s Maharashtra stands on the
brink of a potential "third
wave" of Covid, Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray on Monday fervently appealed to all political parties and the common people to put
off all protests and avoid crowds
during the upcoming festival season.
Thackeray's plea came barely 72
hours before the state prepares to
celebrate the 10-day long
Ganeshotsav starting from
September 10, albeit in a subdued
manner, after all festivities were cancelled in 2020.
"I appeal to all... Let's avoid large
public gatherings, political protests,
meetings or rallies. Let's prioritise
the health and lives of the citizens,"
the CM said, after a review meeting
with the state Disaster Management
Department.
Warning that the "third wave"
with a variety of new variants of the
Covid-19 virus could be "round the
corner", Thackeray said if the people
don't take it seriously, the state may
be forced to pay a heavy price.
"The situation could go out of

control in view of the spike in the
daily cases, so we must take all precautions from our end and ensure
that the 'third wave' doesn't hit us,"
he urged. In a special plea to the
political parties, the CM said: "I
appeal to all, those in the government and in the Opposition... Please
exercise precautions now as peoples'

lives are more important. Who
would like to impose restrictions on
festivals or religious celebrations,
but the situation is different now."
Referring to Kerala which is
reporting around 30,000 cases daily,
Thackeray said it's a "danger signal"
even for Maharashtra, and the "third
wave" has severely disrupted lives in

other countries like the US and
China.He reiterated that festivals can
be celebrated even later, but for that
peoples' health and lives must be
safeguarded at all costs.
Contrary to expectations, the
Maha Vikas Aghadi government has
not announced fresh curbs on the
Ganeshosav, the state's biggest public festival that witnesses millions on
the streets for 10 days.
However, Congress' Rehabilitation
Minister Vijay Wadettiwar indicated
that certain restrictions are likely to
be imposed as there has been a
fresh spurt in Covid cases in the
state.Nationalist Congress Party
National Spokesperson and
Minorities Affairs Minister Nawab
Malik exhorted all political parties to
heed the CM's appeal in public
interest and avoid all events that
attract crowds.
However, opposition Bharatiya
Janata Party leader Ashish Shelar
slammed the MVA leaders asking
why all restrictions should be only
for the general public when the ruling party leaders were allowed to
address huge rallies or public meetings.

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) is
understood to have issued a 'lookout'
circular against former Maharashtra Home
Minister and senior Nationalist Congress
Party leader Anil Deshmukh, officials said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

he notice is issued in connection with
the alleged Rs 100-crore corruption and
laundering case lodged against him.
The 'lookout' circular will effectively prevent Deshmukh from fleeing the country
since he has skipped at least five ED summons to join the probe.
Officials also say that it's only a matter of
time before Deshmukh faces arrest in the
cases filed against him following the complaint lodged by former Mumbai Police
Commissioner Param Bir Singh.
The Supreme Court has declined any interim protection to Deshmukh from coercive
action by the ED or CBI.
Last week, Deshmukh -- who quit from the
Uddhav Thackeray cabinet in April -- moved
the Bombay High Court, where the matter is
pending hearing.

The central agencies are tightening the
noose on Deshmukh, with the arrest of his
lawyer and an aide last week in connection
with the leak of a CBI's purported preliminary
inquiry report which sought to give him a
clean-chit, and both agencies have raided
him in Mumbai and Nagpur.

Cat, leopard tumble into Smriti launches 'Digital Guddi-Gudda Board' in Dharavi slum
well, rescued safely U
Team Absolute|Mumbai

Team Absolute|Nashik

I

n a happy ending to a
potential tragedy, the
Forest Department successfully rescued a domestic
cat and a leopard after they
accidentally fell into a 15metre-deep well in
Maharashtra's Nashik, officials said on Monday.
The incident happened
late on Saturday when an
adult leopard was apparently chasing the cat and in the
blind rush, both the felines
landed inside the open well,
situated in a farm in
Kankori village near Sinnar.
On Sunday morning, the
locals heard the desperate
cat's meowing and the leopard's growls and alerted the
Forest Department, Deputy

Conservator of Forests,
Nashik, Pankaj Garg, said.
A rescue team rushed to
the spot, examined the site,
and launched a rescue
operation to save the two
hungry and shaken feline
cousins, staring upward
with hope.
After an operation lasting
over 5 hours, both the animals were safety brought

out and medically examined for any injuries, but
none were detected.
Garg said that despite
confronting each other
inside the well, the leopard
did not harm its potential
prey, the cat, and both were
released into their natural
habitats later, even as the
local farmers and villagers
heaved a sigh of relief.

nion Minister for Women and
Child Development Smriti
Irani on Monday inaugurated a
'Digital Guddi-Gudda Board' at
Dharavi as part of the weeklong
'Poshan Maah 2021 (Nutrition
Month)' in the Dharavi slum.
The DGGB is located at the
Integrated Child Development
Services (ICDS) office in the famous
Mumbai slum and will be used for
updating, monitoring and giving visibility to birth statistics under the Beti
Bachao Beti Padhao initiative.
The unique innovation, developed
by the Jalgaon district in Maharashtra,
displays information and educational
material on the scheme to act as a
medium for advocacy and awareness.
Irani, along with Union Minister for
Minority Affairs Mukhtar Abbas
Naqvi, visited the homes of some of
the citizens benefitting under the
central Poshan Abhiyaan scheme,
distributed fruits and nutrition kits to
pregnant women, lactating mothers

With rising cases, BMC deploys
drones to curb malaria, dengue
The BrihanMumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) on
Monday deployed a drone to
sanitise the city's Dhobi Ghat
locality to curb the spread of
monsoon-related diseases
like malaria and dengue, officials said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

he sanitation drive came after
the city reported a huge spurt in
dengue cases, up from just 10 in
August last year to 130-plus in the
same month this year, mostly from
the BMC B, F/South and H/West
wards.
Similarly, the country's commercial
capital has witnessed around 3,000
cases of malaria, over 275 of gastroenteritis, more than 35 cases each of

T

leptospirosis and hepatitis and over a
dozen cases of H1N1, but no fatalities.
Mumbai Mayor Kishori Pednekar,
who was present on the occasion
along with Executive Health Officer
Dr Mangala Gomare, said that massive awareness drives are being taken
up all over the city on the monsoonrelated diseases and how to prevent
them.
Besides the daily surveillance
measures, the BMC focuses on early
detection, diagnosis and treatment,
and all hospitals or health centres
have of been directed to increase the
number of blood smear examinations, and also add Covid tests to rule
out the possibility of Covid-19 infection.The 10 square km area congested
areas of Worli, Mahalaxmi, Lower
Parel, N.M. Joshi Marg and surroundings have notched a significantly high

incidence of vector-borne diseases
this year as compared to the previous
year. Last week, Tourism Minister
Aditya Thackeray said that in 2020
and this year, drones have been used
to carry out anti-larval spray to old,
dilapidated or inaccessible structure,
especially in G/South Ward where the
numbers of dengue/malaria cases are
higher.
On Sunday, Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray had called upon the medical community to also concentrate
on the monsoon-related diseases
alongside Covid-19.BMC officials said
the Mayor was given a detailed presentation on the drone operations,
checking for accumulated water,
fumigation and sanitisation of a targeted area to make it malaria-free,
and that similar operations would be
carried out elsewhere in the city
where cases are found.

or children suffering from Severe
Acute Malnutrition (SAM) as part of
the Rashtriya Bal Swasthya
Karyakram.
The central minister duo attended
some of the 'Poshan Jagrukta Abhiyan
(Nutrition Awareness Campaign)
being organized all over Mumbai for
people from the minority communities like Muslims, Christian, Buddhist,
Parsi, Jain and Sikhs.
The series of programmes are
being held at Anjuman-I-Islam Girls
School and Mahatma Gandhi Sewa

NOW, "SUKHKARTA
DUKHHARTA" ARTI
IN HINDI
Mumbai: Lord Ganesh's
devotees' long urged that
the evergreen Marathi Arti
"Sukhkarta Dukhharta
Varta Vighnyachi" must be
in Hindi too and that too
with all required punctuations, weight & Impact.
Lyricist and journalist
Raviraj Pranami has transcreated it in Hindi with
the way it must have been.
All due to Lord anesha's
prsaad, now we have our
utmost wish that is its
Hindi version. The Times
Music has released it on
the eve of Ganesh
Chaturthi this year sung by
Sanjay Tandon and musically melodiously arranged
by Sanjjio Kohli. This
Marathi Aarti has that
magnificiant impact that
even non Maharashtrians
are also rendering the
same during Ganesh
Vandana.

Mandir Hall in Bandra, Our Lady of
Good Counsel High School, Sion, The
Dadar Athornan Institute at the
Dadar Parsi Colony, etc.
"Since the launch of Poshan
Abhiyaan on March 8, 2018,
September is observed as the
Nutrition Month. In Sep. 2019, there
were 3.66 crore activities all over
India, in Sep. 2020 a massive 12.84
lakh plantation and nutri-garden
drive across Aanganwadis and public
spaces was launched," said Irani.
This year 2021 its being observed

in a thematic fashion with weekly
themes focused on improving holistic
nutrition with a series of activities in
tandem with states and UTs.
Naqvi said the government is committed to the good health and wellbeing of girls and women through
schemes like Poshan Abhiyaan, BBBP,
Mission Indradhanush, Swachh
Bharat Mission and Ujjwala Yojana,
and is especially significant in the 75
years of Indian Independence.
The poor and backward women
from the minority communities are
being informed of the benefits of
nutrition for children, adolescent
girls, pregnant women and lactating
mothers, to support content, delivery,
outreach and outcomes to nurture
health, wellness and immunity.
The ICDS is described as the
world's largest and unique flagship
nutrition programme of the Indian
government to early childhood care
and development, commitment to
the children in the 0-6 years age
group, expectant and nursing mothers.

5 youths drowned in Nagpur
river, search on for 4 bodies
Team Absolute|Nagpur

A

t least five youths from
Maharashtra's
Yavatmal, who had
come to Nagpur on a pilgrimage, drowned when they went
for a swim in the swollen
Kanhan River on Sunday
morning, police officials said.
The youngsters, part of a
12-strong group hailing from
Digras town, reached the
state's second capital early
this morning and were planning to go around, visiting
and praying at various mausoleums and shrines, including attending the annual Urs
celebrations at the dargah of
the revered Sufi saint
Tajuddin M. Badruddin
Baba."Around 8 am, five of
the group members went for
a swim in the nearby river

and were probably pulled
away by the strong currents
into the deep waters where
they are believed to have
drowned," Kanhan Police
Station in-charge Inspector
Vilas Kale told IANS.
Following an alert by
locals, the police and SDRF
teams were pressed to hunt
for their bodies and a case

has been registered by the
local police station.
The victims have been
identified as: Khawaja Baig,
19, Saptahin Sheikh, 20, Syed
Arbaz and Mohammed
Abhuzar, both 21, and Ayaz
Baig, 22.Till this evening, Kale
said one body was recovered
and search is on for the
remaining victims.

Pune accounts for 22% of Maharashtra's fresh Mumbai Returns on List of Top 5 Districts With Most Active Covid Cases
Covid-19 cases in last 10 days, shows report
The report further
informed that while
there were no
Covid-19 cases
reported in Dhule on
September 4,
Nandurbar had
reported only one
case. On September
4, Maharashtra was
able to administer
more than 12 lakh
vaccines in a single
day.
Team Absolute|Pune

I

n a worrying trend, Pune
has been accounting for
around 22 per cent of
Maharashtra's fresh Covid-19
cases for the last 10 days.
Between August 26 and
September 4, a total of 9,815
new cases have been detect-

The weekly positivity rate in Maharashtra has climbed to 2.71% in the last week as against 2.58% during the last
week of August. Maharashtra's recovery rate is 97.05 per cent now and the fatality rate is 2.12 per cent, the health
department said.
Team Absolute|Mumbai

T

ed in Pune district, according
to a state health department
report. Ahmednagar reported
7,555 new cases, followed by
5,033 in Satara, 4,067 in
Solapur and 3,843 in Mumbai
in the last ten days, Dr
Pradeep Vyas, the additional
chief secretary of
Maharashtra, who presented
the findings of the report at a
virtual conference, said.
Across the state, 44,437 new
cases were detected during
the same time period.
At 6.58 per cent, the
weekly positivity rate is also
showing a steady rise in
Pune district. The state's

positivity rate stands at 2.71
per cent. Ahmednagar,
Sangli, Satara, Sindhudurg,
Osmanabad, Ratnagiri and
Nashik are the other districts having positivity rates
higher than the state average.The report further
informed that while there
were no Covid-19 cases
reported in Dhule on
September 4, Nandurbar
had reported only one case.
Wardha, Washim, Nagpur,
Gadchiroli, Parbhani,
Hingoli, Jalgaon, Amravati,
Buldhana and Yavatmal are
among 17 districts with less
than 100 Covid cases.

he commercial capital of India,
Mumbai, is once again among
the top five districts in
Maharashtra with the most number
of active cases. The weekly positivity
rate in Maharashtra has climbed to
2.71% in the last week as against
2.58% during the last week of August.
The Health Department, at a virtual medical conference on Covid-19
management in the state, said that
there has been a slight increase in
active cases in the state in the last 10
days. In Mumbai, Covid-19 cases
were limited to between 200 and 300
in the first three weeks of August.
The top five districts account for
nearly 72% of the state's total active
cases, the data showed. Accounting
for nearly 30% of the load, Pune
topped the list, followed by Thane
(14%), Satara (12%), Ahmednagar
(10%), and Mumbai (8%).
Chief minister Uddhav Thackeray

who addressed the conference, said,
"We have augmented the health
infrastructure but there is a limitation
to oxygen production and its availability. Even today, we are using 150
metric tons daily for non-Covid
patients and 200 metric tons for
Covid patients."
"There are a few people who want
us to reopen everything… temples.
But, we don't want to be in a situation
where everything has to be shut

down once again. Let us keep in
mind that we don't put the lives of
the public in our politics," the CM
said. Maharashtra reported 4,057
coronavirus positive cases on
Sunday, which took the state's infection tally to 64,86,174, while the death
of 67 patients pushed the toll to
1,37,774, the health department said.
A total of 5,916 patients recuperated
during the day, taking the recovery
count to 62,94,767. There are 50,095

active COVID-19 cases in the state,
the department said in a statement.
So far, 5,48,54,018 people have been
tested across the state. Maharashtra's
recovery rate is 97.05 per cent now
and the fatality rate is 2.12 per cent, it
said. Mumbai reported 495 cases and
two deaths on Sunday, which took its
tally to 7,46,341 and toll to 15,993.
Mumbai division, which comprises
the city and its satellite townships,
reported 985 cases and five deaths.
With this, the caseload of the region
rose to 16,68,415 and death toll to
35,078.
Nashik division recorded 781 new
cases, including 652 in Ahmednagar
district, while Pune division logged
1,728 cases, including 517 in Satara
district, 364 in Solapur district and
426 in Pune district. Kolhapur division reported 356 cases, Aurangabad
division 23, Latur division 142 cases,
Akola division 18 and Nagpur division reported 24 cases during the
day, the department said.
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Peace in Assam

A

fter signing peace pact with Karbi
Anglong on September 4, the Centre
and Assam government have been
talking to other insurgents groups to surrender their arms to bring them to the mainstream of the society.The Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) has been in touch with the
major insurgent groups such as Dimasa
National Liberation Army (DNLA) and
United Liberation Front of Asom
Independent (ULFA-I) apart from some
small outfits too through the state government representative. The Assam Chief
Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma himself has
been monitoring the peace talks with these
militant outfits, they added. While talking to
media on September 4, after the Karbi
Anglong deal was signed, Sarma also indicated that that the state government representative has been in touch with The United
Liberation Front of Asom Independent
(ULFA-I) chief Paresh Baruah and very soon
ULFA could join peace talks with the Centre.
On August 15, this year, he also appealed to
the banned outfit ULFA-I Chief Paresh
Baruah to come forward to the negotiating
table for the dialogue process. On January 27
last year, the MHA had signed a peace accord
with one of the dreaded insurgent groups of
Assam -- the National Democratic Front of
Bodoland (NDFB) along with the All Bodo
Students' Union (ABSU) under which
around 1,550 cadres along with 130 weapons
surrendered on January 30, 2021. ULFA is an
armed far-leftist separatist organisation operating in Assam. It seeks to establish an independent sovereign nation state of Assam for
the indigenous Assamese people through an
armed struggle. The Dimasa tribe is an
indigenous, ethno-linguistic community living in Assam and Nagaland. The Dimasa
National Liberation Army is a two-year-old
militant group based in Assam that
announced its launch in April 2019, claiming
it was "committed to revamp the national
struggle and fight for the liberation of a sovereign, Independent Dimasa Nation".

A Legend and a Phenomenon-

A Tribute to Doctor NP Mishra
Manish Shanker Sharma
adhya Pradesh and Bhopal lost a
phenomenon. A person who was a
legend in his own right. Doctor NP
Mishra, perhaps the mostrenowned physician and health expert of Central India and
recognized for his work nationally and internationally, passed away this morning a little
short of completing 90 years.
And I personally lost a long term Guide,
Philosopher, Friend and Physician - a superhuman who encompassed and embodied all
the true qualities of an ideal person.
Doctor Mishra was totally dedicated and
committed not only to his profession but also
in serving the people via his vast and tremendous knowledge of Medical Sciences besides
also being an extraordinary human being.
Few men embody qualities that on one
hand lead them to a highly successful sojourn
in life professionally and on the other also
endear them to people they serve. Doctor NP
Mishra stood out as a Colossus. Physically
active to the last day in visiting patients and
seeing them at homeand alsoin serving the
needy and the downtrodden. His contributions during the Bhopal Gas Tragedy in
1984in assisting the city full of patients were of
epic proportions. The lifestyle that he followed was the envy of people who were
decades younger to him. A Man always on the
move - Sharing experiences at conferences far
and wide, visiting hospitals, seeing patients
every evening at his residence, solving public
health issues of society. A defining gentlemanly quality was his habit of coming out of
his house and leaving visitors to the gate personally even at this age.
Over the years I had developed a special
attachment with him just as he had for me. A
mutual Admiration Society, if you will. My
first recollections of him are from1977, 44
years ago to the date, when he had visited
Hoshangabad in connection with treatment
of my Grandfather Pandit Ram Lal Sharma.
He would visit us now and then, and on
occasion, on my invitation, even across
oceans- once he came over to Dubai where I
was under foreign assignment of the
Government of India. He stayed with us for a
couple of days and I distinctly remember his
childlike curiosity about the city, about the
Emirate and its rulers, about wanting to see
each and every major landmark and about
how the city had developed sans any
resources. He was fascinated by Life and
remained a great soldier in service of this
great nation.

M

Over the years, I would regularly consult
him on several occasions throughout the past
three decades about my own myriad conditions which no other doctors were able to
understand and diagnose. He was the first
doctor in India to actually suggestthat there
could be a link between autoimmune conditions and critical organs. This was the time
when some research wasemerging in the US
and Europe about these very linkages.
Meanwhile, those in India were either totally
unaware about it or would laugh it off. It was
then he advised me to go to the US. Having
interacted with the best of the Doctors in the
World, at the best of the Hospitals multiple
times due to my complex situation, I say out of
experience, that as far as medical acumen
and foresight are concerned, there was no one
quite like him in the entire worldwide fraternity. Period.
Having had the opportunity to serve across
5 continents - I am fortunate to have friends
from Tokyo to Telangana and Singapore to
San Diego, of all ages- 19 to 91, but there simply was no one quite like him.
Dr Mishra possessed in abundance the
quality of Empathy. A trait so rare not only in
his profession, but in vast areas of our society
as well. His diagnosis was so clear and sharp
that it was out of this world. Furthermore, he
would keep himself abreast with the latest
developments and research in the medical
field. He always knew the latest innovations,
discoveries and was successfully able to put
them into practice in his treatments. Thus, his
patients benefitted immensely from his quest
for knowledge and skills.
This perseverance in the pursuit of knowl-

edge had actually become a passion in service
of the society.Here was a man who actually
Lived Life, as against a huge majority who
simply exist. Totally committed to what he
was doing. Another key quality was that he
always was looking for solutions, for answers
for critical ailments for public healtheven
when he was no longer serving the government and had no direct responsibility---most
recently on medicines for the Covid 19Pandemic, where he had extensive discussions with the then Union Health Minister on
ways and means for equitable and speedy
production and distribution of RemdesivirThe drug that was in demand.
Dr Mishra was extremely fond of intelligent
conversations and story telling- of speaking
about his travels, of discussingissues facing
the country, the role of public servicewhether political or administrative and of
course on Medical Sciences. He would call
regularly once every 15 days or so for our ocnversations. The subject would then turn
invariably to the fact that he was now 88 or 89
depending on the year and I would always say
that we were going to celebrate his 90th and
then his 100th birthday in a grand manner !
Even though Dr. Mishra is no longer with
us, he will always remain in the hearts and
minds of people. People who are in the quest
of knowledge, of people who are dedicated
and committed, of people in search of the
truth, of people serving the society without
fear and favor. He leaves an indelible mark on
the state. Truly, a man of the
masses.
I would often mention to
him how he was an inspira-
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UN HUMANITARIAN CHIEF IN AFGHANISTAN
FOR TALKS WITH TALIBAN
United Nations|Agencies

pledged that the safety and security of humanitarian staff, and humanitarian access to people
in need, will be guaranteed and that humanitarian workers, both men and women, will be
guaranteed freedom of movement.The author-

U

N Secretary-General Antonio Guterres
has sent Undersecretary-General for
Humanitarian Affairs Martin Griffiths to
Kabul for talks with the Taliban leadership, a
top official of the world body confirmed.
"At the request of the Secretary-General,
Martin Griffiths is currently in Kabul. During
his visit today (Sunday), Griffiths met with
Mullah Baradar and the leadership of the
Taliban in Kabul to engage with the authorities
on humanitarian issues," Xinhua news agency
quoted Stephane Dujarric, Guterres'
spokesman, as saying in a statement.
In this meeting, Griffiths reiterated the
humanitarian community's commitment to
delivering impartial and independent humanitarian assistance and protection to millions of
people in need, said the statement.
Griffiths emphasised the critical role of
women in the delivery of aid and called on all
parties to ensure their rights, safety and well-

4 people killed in
Florida shooting

Miami|Agencies

our people, including
an infant, were killed in
the US state of Florida,
according to local media
reports.
An 11-year-old girl was
injured after being shot

F

ities pledged to cooperate with the humanitarian community to ensure assistance is delivered to the people of Afghanistan, said the
statement. Further meetings are expected in
the coming days, it said.

TALIBAN CLAIMS TO 'FULLY CAPTURE' PANJSHIR

being, according to the statement.
He called for all civilians, especially women
and girls and minorities, to be protected at all
times and expressed his solidarity with the people of Afghanistan, it addd. The authorities

"multiple times" in the incident on Sunday in
Lakeland, Xinhua news
agency quoted the reports
as saying.Polk County
Sheriff Grady Judd said the
shootings took place at 4.30
a.m. in two separate houses,
adding that the suspect sur-

rendered
after
being
wounded in a shootout with
police. No police were
injured in the shootout, he
added. The suspect reportedly was a survivalist "who
came for a gunfight" and
admitted to using methamphetamine.

tion to me, especially in matters of health and
in the way he was so active at this age- in the
way he moved around- in the way he never sat
for more than 30 minutes in one place -in the
way that he always kept his quest for knowledge burning- in the way he was always so
aware of the latest developments related to
his field and beyond. Here was a Hero in Real
Life- in a nation that mostly looks up to screen
ones!
Another aspect of his personality was the
Aura that surrounded him. His name itself
suggested someone of very high stature and
standing. Not because he wielded great
power or anexalted position but because of
the outstanding qualities that he possessed
and his complete dedication to improve the
quality and health of people. Moreover,
another outstanding and exceptional quality
that made him stand out, was the complete
absence of any commercial angle, even in
thought let alone in actions and this in a day
when the thoughts and actions of most people around us- regardless of profession- are
composed of commercial leanings.
Those close to him would also remember
him also as a vast repository of knowledge.
Someone who could converse on a variety of
subjects -international, national, regional,
local - on wide ranging issues and aspects- all
with authority and command. He had traveled far and wide and every time he would
return from a journey he would observe that
he had grown as a person and that would
remind me of the famous anonymous quote
"our lives are like books and those people who
do not travel have read just one page of the
book of life.
I personally consider his departure from
amongst us not as a loss but as an event that
has propelled an outstanding human being
and an exceptional public health individual to
another world, where he will continue to
serve the people selflessly and relentlessly
with the same zeal and dynamism.
He was indeed a "Bharat Ratna". Farewell
Doctor Sahab. Guide, Philosoper, Friend. Till
we meet again.
(The author is a senior IPS officer and
currently serves as Additional Director
General of Police. He holds a Masters in
International Affairs and Public Policy
from the University of California specializing in international security & counter terrorism. )

Kabul: Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid said on Monday that the group has "fully
captured" Panjshir province, the last remaining region in Afghanistan.
In a statement, Mujahid, who is also the Taliban's acting minister of culture and information, said that their efforts for the establishment of nationwide security paid off and the
province has been taken by the support of the people, Khaama News reported.
The defiant Panjshir province has been witnessing heavy conflicts between the Taliban and
resistance forces for the last seven days during which both sides have been inflicted casualties.According to the statement, some of the resistance forces have been killed while others
fled the province. "We assure the people of Panjshir not to be subject to discriminatory behaviour, they are our brothers and will jointly work for the development of Afghanistan," Khaama
News quoted Mujahid as further saying in the statement. During Sunday night's conflict in
Panjshir, a key commander of the resistance forces General Abdul Wodod, and spokesperson
of the forces Fahim Dashti were killed. Earlier, co-leader of the resistance Ahmad Masoud had
offered negotiations with the Taliban, which were refused by the latter.

Over 200 health journals call for emergency
action on climate change
London|Agencies

ore than 200 health
journals across the
world have, for the
first time, come together to
simultaneously publish an
editorial calling on world
leaders to take emergency
action to limit global temperature increases, halt the
destruction of nature, and
protect health.
In a year of Covid-19, the
editorial warns that the greatest threat to global public
health into the future is the
continued failure of world
leaders to take adequate
action to keep the global
temperature rise below 1.5
degrees Celsius as decided in
the UN-mandated Paris
Agreement in 2015 and to
restore nature. The editorial
has been published in leading titles from every continent including The BMJ, The
Lancet, the New England

M

Journal of Medicine (NEJM),
the East African Medical
Journal, the Chinese Science
Bulletin, the National
Medical Journal of India, the
Medical Journal of Australia,
and 50 BMJ specialist journals including BMJ Global
Health and Thorax.
"As health professionals,
we must do all we can to aid
the transition to a sustainable, fairer, resilient, and
healthier world," the experts
wrote in the editorial.
"We, as editors of health
journals, call for governments and other leaders to
act, marking 2021 as the year
that the world finally changes
course," they added.

Raisi open to 'useful'
WHO South-East Asia Regional
talks on lifting sanctions
Committee meeting begins
Tehran: Iranian President
Ebrahim Raisi said that his country is ready for "useful" talks
aimed at lifting sanctions against
the Islamic Republic.
"We do not oppose useful
negotiations, but the plan and
result of negotiations must be
the lifting of sanctions against
Iran," he said while speaking to
his
French
counterpart
Emmanuel Macron on Sunday.
This was the second phone
conversation between the two
leaders within a month. Besides the nuclear issue, the independence of Iran and France in their policies is a "valuable
reserve" that may be used to establish "balanced, strong and
stable" ties between the two countries, Raisi told the French
President. Concerning the current situation in Afghanistan,
the Iranian president said the US and NATO policy of military intervention has failed, and 20 years of occupation have
had no benefit for the Afghan people. "In the current situation, everyone must help form an inclusive government
with the participation of all groups" in the country and let
the Afghan people decide their own destiny, he
added.Regarding Lebanon, Raisi expressed Iran's support
for the formation of a strong government that can ensure
and protect the rights of the Lebanese. He said Iran would
not withhold any humanitarian aid to Lebanon, and voiced
Tehran's readiness to cooperate with France for the
progress. For his part, Macron stressed the need to review
the ties between France and Iran, and expressed his country's interest in developing its relations with Tehran.

Kathmandu|Agencies
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he Seventy Fourth Regional Committee
meeting of WHO South-East Asia
Region, began on Monday with health
leaders calling for greater commitment to
build resilient health systems and to achieve
universal health coverage.
"This Session is convened to take important
decisions on improving the health status of
the people in this Region at a time our health
systems are overstretched to cater essential
health services to the needy people. Let's
ensure equitable access to vaccines, medicines, tools and technologies for the sake of
humanity. Reaching out to the unreached
should be our priority," said the Prime
Minister of Nepal, Sher Bahadur Deuba, while
inaugurating the annual governing body
meeting of WHO in the Region.
The WHO Director-General, Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, said, "The COVID-19
pandemic continues to take a heavy toll on
lives, livelihoods, societies and economies. I
am pleased to see a decline in cases and
deaths in the South-East Asia region, following the devastating surge in May of this year.
However, the situation varies widely from
country to country and place to place, with
steep increases and overwhelmed hospitals in
some areas……We must never again allow a
pandemic on this scale. And that we must
never again allow an injustice on this scale."

Regional Director Poonam Khetrapal Singh
said, "covid has taken a massive toll on our
health systems. Services have been disrupted
and health care workers exhausted. Our challenge is multi-faceted, we have to regain lost
ground in terms of health outcomes, rebuild
health systems that have lost capacity and we
have to do this at a time when government
revenues in all countries will be under intense
pressure."The five-day virtual session, attended by Health Ministers and senior health officials of the Member countries of the Region,
UN Agencies, partners, donors, and civil society representatives, will deliberate on
strengthening public health emergency preparedness and response and accelerating
progress for prevention and control of noncommunicable diseases, among others health
issues.
A ministerial roundtable is planned tomorrow on 'building back better' the essential
health services, hit by the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic, with the aim to achieve universal
health coverage.
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madhya pradesh
MP considering to change VC term in Vaccination figures cross 4 crore in MP
Mumbai, Tuesday, September 07, 2021

Hindi from 'Kulpati' to 'Kulguru': Yadav

Team Absolute |Bhopal
he Madhya Pradesh
Government is considering to change the
Hindi nomenclature of the
vice-chancellor's post in state
universities from 'Kulpati' to
,'Kulguru' state higher education minister Mohan Yadav
said on Monday. During a
video chat with reporters,
Yadav said a district collector
was called 'ziladheesh' in
Hindi, and the term sounded
"like a king."
"If we say 'Kulguru', it
sounds more familiar than
'Kulpati'," he said. The minister said his department has
held a discussion over the
proposal of changing the
name of the vice-chancellor's
post in Hindi.
"The proposal for changing
the name (from Kulpati to
Kulguru) will soon be intro-
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duced in the cabinet headed
by the chief minister. If it is
approved, then the proposal
will be implemented," he
said.
As per the higher education department's website,
there are eight traditional
universities in MP. Besides,
17 universities (including for
courses in journalism, engineering and open ones) were
set up under a separate Act
and by other
departments.
In addition, 32 private universities are also being run in
the state, according to the
Madhya Pradesh Private
University Regulatory
Commission. The state also
has two central universities.
Yadav also informed that
131 courses, which are in
accordance with the Centre's
New Education Policy (NEP),
will be implemented by his

Minor tribal girls paraded
naked 'to bring rain'
Taking suo moto cognizance of the incident, the
National Commission for Protection of Child
Rights (NCPCR) wrote to the District Collector
demanding legal action against those involved.
Team Absolute |Bhopal
n an "act of inhumanity,"
minor girls belonging to
the Adivasi community
were paraded in a neighbourhood in Madhya
Pradesh's Damoh to "bring
rain in the area."
Taking suo moto cognizance of the incident, the
National Commission for
Protection of Child Rights
(NCPCR) wrote to the District
Collector demanding legal
action against those involved.
"According to the news
published in local media, an
act of inhumanity has come
to the fore in the Damoh district of Madhya Pradesh.
Allegedly, minor girls were
seen roaming naked on the
streets of a neighbourhood in

I

the district. These women,
belonging to the Adivasi
community, reached a nearby temple and worshipped
the goddess," said NCPCR.
The Commission sought a
quick response in the matter
and requested an inquiry
report on the same. "Make
sure to convey the following
documents within 10 days of
receipt of the letter, certificate
of age to minor girls in the
case, detailed investigation
report of the case and other
necessary documents," read
NCPCR's letter to the
Collector.
The girls were reportedly
asked to roam naked on the
pretext of bringing rain in the
area. The incident is being
probed.

department as part of a "multipronged approach to take
ahead our higher education
system under the new policy."Earlier, on Sunday, MP
medical education minister
Vishvas Sarang announced
that MBBS students in the
state will be lectured about
RSS founder KB Hedgewar,
Bhartiya Jana Sangh leader
Deendayal Upadhyaya,
Swami Vivekanand and BR
Ambedkar as part of the firstyear foundation course to
instill social and medical
ethics.The move had evoked
a sharp reaction from the
opposition Congress which
accused the BJP of trying to
"thrust" its agenda on the
people. However, the BJP had
justified the move, saying all
the sections of society should
know about
the patriots who are the
"ideals for the nation."

Target of first dose to 100 % eligible people by September: CM
Shivraj Singh Chouhan congratulates people of the state
Team Absolute |Bhopal

C

hief Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan has said that due to
the discipline and passion of
the people of the state, more than 4
crore citizens have been vaccinated
with the first dose of Covid. All the
citizens of the state deserve to be congratulated for this achievement.
Chouhan said that we are committed
to vaccinate the first dose to the
remaining eligible citizens till the
month of September. In this way,
Madhya Pradesh is moving firmly on
its way to 100 percent vaccination.
Chouhan said that so far 4 crore 78
thousand 730 people have been given
the first dose of vaccine in the state
whereas there are 90 lakh 73 thousand 953 people who have received
both doses of the vaccine. Chief
Minister Chouhan said that on

September 17, the birthday of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, Vaccination
Mega campaign would be launched
in the state. An action plan has been
made to vaccinate maximum number
of people on this day. Through this
campaign, we are providing the first

"Mara Chirapam-Ganesh" Wooden sculpture
of Ganesh is Exhibit of the Week at IGRMS
U

Team Absolute |Bhopal
nder the Latest and popular online series of
Indira Gandhi Rashtriya
Manav Sangrahalaya (IGRMS)
entitled 'Exhibit of the Week'
the "Mara Chirapam - Ganesh"
Wooden sculpture of Ganesh
collected from 1998 is at display. The Community of
Chettiar of Sivaganga, Tamil
Nadu. It's Measurement
Height - 177cm., Width - 38
cm. displayed in the audience
as the first Exhibit of the
month of September, 2021
through official website,
Facebook, Instagram and twitter page of the IGRMS.In this
regard Praveen Kumar Mishra,
Director, IGRMS said that Mara
Sirpam Ganesh is an exquisite
wooden sculpture of Lord
Ganesh collected from the
Chettiar community of

Sivaganga district, Tamil Nadu.
Chettiars were flourishing merchants who mostly traded with
the south-east Asian countries.
Maximum of their wealth were
spent in building palatial houses and in decorating their interiors. This beautiful four-armed
sculpture of dancing Ganesh is
shown riding his vehicle Mushak
(mouse) on a high lotus pedestal.
The image is profusely carved
with minute details, heavy ornamentation, and attributes. The
upper part of the sculpture is
decorated with leaves, flowers,
and birds. Chettiar palatial
homes were a centre of excellence in wood carving skills.
Delicately carved wooden sculptures of God and Goddesses, flora
and fauna are important elements
present in their
architecture.Visitors can see this
object from home through the
Official site .

dose of vaccine to 100 percent eligible
people by the end of September.
On Monday, September 6, 5 lakh
33 thousand 919 people were vaccinated. This includes 2,999 in AgarMalwa district, 4,122 in Alirajpur,
5,288 in Anuppur, 7,161 in

KEEP AN EYE ON
EVERY POSITIVE CASE
OF CORONA- CM
Bhopal: Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan
directed Collector
Jabalpur Karmaveer
Sharma at Bhedaghat this
morning to maintain constant speed in the vaccination work, so that 100%
vaccination of the people
could be ensured.
Chief Minister
Chouhan said that every
case of Corona should be
closely monitored.
Contact tracing should
also be done along with
daily monitoring of positive cases, so that the
spread of infection can be
prevented by implementing necessary measures
in time. Chouhan told the
officers and public representatives to carry out
public awareness activities continuously and
make citizens aware and
alert about corona infection.

Ashoknagar, 13,201 in Balaghat, 5,820
in Barwani, 5,771 in Betul, 12,187 in
Bhind, 22,810 in Bhopal, 614 in
Burhanpur, 15,969 in Chhatarpur,
16,118 in Chhindwara, Damoh 8,769,
Datia 4,334, Dewas 21,015, Dhar
9,897, Dindori 2,685, Guna 12,503,
Gwalior 18,449, Harda 1,474, 12,274
in Hoshangabad, 23,457 in Indore,
17,704 in Jabalpur, 7,475 in Jhabua,
7,888 in Katni, 14,573 in Khandwa,
7,812 in Khargone, 4,737 in Mandla,
20,196 in Mandsaur, 18,370 in
Morena, 9,733 in Narsinghpur, 4,996
in Panna 2,625, Raisen 8,201, Rajgarh
14,757, Ratlam 5,846, Rewa 24,588,
Sagar 18,765, Satna 19,951, Sehore
8,526, Seoni 3,097, Shahdol 4,272,
Shajapur 4,097, Sheopur 5,197,
Shivpuri 21570, 7,709 in Sidhi, 7,136
in Singrauli, 9,374 in Tikamgarh,
11,527 in Ujjain, 4321 in Umaria and
11959 in Vidisha district.

Role of farmers in strengthening
the economy is crucial: Tomar
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan joined
the VC of the Union Agriculture Ministry from
Narsinghpur
Team Absolute |Bhopal
he Union Minister for
Agriculture and
Farmers Welfare
Narendra Singh Tomar said
that farmers have an important role in strengthening the
country's economy. The
Central Government is determined to resolve the difficulties of the farmers. The corona pandemic has created
adverse conditions in almost
all countries. The
Government of India has
taken necessary steps to protect the agriculture sector
from these adverse effects.
Every effort is being made to
provide relief to the farmers.
Tomar was addressing the
meeting of Chief Ministers
through video conferencing

T

today. Chief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan attended the
video conference from
Tendukheda tehsil of
Narsinghpur district.
In this virtual meeting, the
situation created in the agriculture sector as a result of
the corona epidemic and the
farmer friendly steps taken by
the central government in
view of them were discussed
in detail.

IISER Bhopal genome sequencing immune boosting herb giloy
Farmer Grows Red
Planted saplings of Rakt Chandan and Ladyfinger In His Garden
Misrilal Rajput while taling to lcoal media persons
Belpatra in the Chandan Vatika
highlighted the benefits of his variant of ladyfinger. S
Governor plants saplings at Raj Bhavan

Team Absolute |Bhopal
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isrilal Rajput, a
farmer from the
Khajuri Kalan area in
the Bhopal district is growing
red okra (ladyfinger) in his
garden.
Rajput while taling to lcoal
media persons highlighted
the benefits of his variant of
ladyfinger.
"The ladyfinger that I grow
is red in colour instead of its
usual green colour. It is more
beneficial and nutritious
than green ladyfinger. It is
extremely beneficial for people who are facing heart and
blood pressure issues, diabetes, high cholesterol," he
said. On the process of cultivation, he said, "I had purchased 1 kg seeds from an
agricultural research institute
in Varanasi. I sowed them in
the first week of July. In
around 40 days, it started

overnor Mangubhai
Patel planted saplings
of Rakt Chandan and
Belpatra in Naveen Chandan
Vatika developed in Raj
Bhavan Complex. 25 Rakt
Chandan and 11 Belpatra
saplings were planted in the
Vatika. Officers and employees of Raj Bhavan were present in the plantation programme.
It is noteworthy that both
Rakt Chandan and Safed
Chandan are different
species of trees. The scientific
name of Rakt Chandan (red
sandalwood) is Pterocarpus
Santalinus and Safed
Chandan (white sandalwood) is known as Santalum
Album. Rakta Chandan's
wood is red. Unlike white
sandalwood, it does not have
any fragrance. Its average
height is eight to eleven
meters. Due to its very slow

M

growth, the density of its
wood is very high. Unlike
white sandalwood, red sandalwood is generally not
used for making medicines,
perfumes and for havan-worship. It is used for making
expensive furniture and dec-

CM PLANTS SAPLINGS OF SAPOTA AND
CUSTARD APPLE IN BHEDAGHAT

oration items. Its natural
colour is also used in making
cosmetic products.
Similarly, Bilva, Bel or
Belpatra, is a fruit tree native
to India. Due to its ability to
destroy diseases, the Bel is
called Bilva.

growing." As per Rajput, no
harmful pesticides were used
during the cultivation of red
ladyfinger. Rajput said that a
minimum of 40-50 quintals
and a maximum of 70-80
quintals could be grown on
an acre of land.Speaking on
sales and price of his product, he said, "This ladyfinger
is 5-7 times more expensive
than ordinary ladyfingers. It
is being sold from Rs 75-80 to
Rs 300-400 per 250 gram/500
gram in some malls."

cientists at the Indian Institute of
Science Education and Research (IISER)
here have sequenced the genome of
giloy -- a plant with medicinal properties,
which shot to fame during the ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic.
Giloy or guduchi is a climber with heartshaped leaves, has major applications in
pharmaceuticals and ayurvedic formulations
to treat various health conditions and was
used widely during the pandemic to boost
immunity.Giloy (Tinospora cordifolia) is the
first species ever sequenced from the
Menispermaceae plant family, which comprises more than 400 species having therapeutic values, the institute said in a statement
on Monday.
The availability of Giloy genome will also
help in bridging the missing link between its
genomic and medicinal properties. The new
study will also provide leads for exploring the
genomic basis of its medicinal properties, the
team said.The team performed a deep transcriptome sequencing of leaf tissue of the
plant. The draft genome assembly had a size
of 1.01 gigabase pairs and contained 19,474
coding gene sequences. The research is published in the preprint server bioRxiv.
"Giloy is considered as an important multipurpose medicinal plant in ayurvedic science. This plant came into the limelight due
to its immunomodulatory and antiviral activity after the emergence of the Covid-19 pan-

CM transfers relief amount to the accounts of beneficiaries CM took blessings by performing
Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan has said that relief funds and other assistance have been provided on
top priority to the flood affected districts of Gwalior and Chambal divisions and in Vidisha district. Concerned
collectors should ensure that no eligible beneficiary is deprived of the assistance.
Team Absolute|Bhopal

houhan was transferring a relief
amount of Rs 31 crore 51 lakh to 24
thousand 529 beneficiaries of 9 districts through video conference today. So
far, relief amount of Rs 109 crore 89 lakh
has been distributed to one lakh 27 thousand flood affected citizens in the state.
Chouhan said that the last two months
have been difficult in the state. While on
one side there were floods, about one
and a half dozen districts have also been
affected by scanty rainfall. Corona crisis
also existed. It was a testing time for us
citizens and the government. The government tried to get people out of trouble
under every circumstance. Chouhan said
that funds have been provided to the
flood affected people for various types of
damage under a special scheme. Relief
funds have been provided to people with
full promptness and transparency so that
the damage caused to them does not
derail them. With the beneficiary list having been pasted and publicly displayed in
the Panchayat Bhawan, irregularity of any
kind was ruled out. Chouhan said that
before granting the amount, the option of
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Bhopal: Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan planted
saplings of Sapota and Custard apple at Hotel Marble Rock
Complex of MP Tourism Development Corporation located
in the picturesque valley of Jabalpur Bhedaghat. MLA Ajay
Vishnoi, Sushil Tiwari Indu, former MLA Pratibha Singh,
Railway Board member Abhilash Pandey were present.
Chouhan has taken a pledge to plant one sapling every
day. In this sequence, he planted Sapota and Custard apple
plants in Bhedaghat. Vitamin "A" and glucose are obtained
from the fruit of Sapota. Vitamin-A and vitamin-B present
in it do not allow cancer cells to grow in the body. Sapota
also contains antioxidant fiber. The amount of natural
antioxidants is found in Sitaphal. Its leaves also have
medicinal properties. At the same time Custard apple helps
in controlling anaemia, cholesterol and high BP. Custard
apple contains abundant fiber, including vitamin-C, vitamin-A, potassium and magnesium and copper, which are
very beneficial for health.

demic. It has been used in various health
conditions due to its immune-modulatory,
antipyretic, anti-inflammatory, anti-diabetic,
anti-microbial, anti-viral, anti-cancer properties, among others," said Shruti Mahajan,
doctoral student at IISER Bhopal, in the statement.
Previous studies have shown that a compound from Giloy was reported to target the
two proteases of SARS-CoV-2 virus namely
Mpro and Spike proteases, and another compound was predicted to inhibit SARS-CoV-2
Mpro and also disrupts viral spike protein
and host ACE-2 interaction. Treatment with
giloy extract modulates the various pathways
of the immune system for improved immunity.
These multiple medicinal properties are
because of the presence of its secondary
metabolites. Despite these medicinal properties, the unavailability of its genome
sequence was a constraint in studying the
genomic basis of the medicinal properties.
Thus, the genome sequence of Giloy could be
a breakthrough as the potential therapeutic
agent for diseases like Covid in the future, the
researchers said.
Moreover, the usage of giloy is also recommended under ayurveda practice by the
Ministry of AYUSH and the Ministry of Health
and Family Welfare, in prophylactic care as
well as therapeutic applications for all symptomatic or asymptomatic patients infected
with Covid-19. It is also used in fever and diabetes.

claim-objection was also given regarding
the beneficiaries. Action is being taken
under a separate Revenue Book Circular
for loss of agricultural crops. Chief
Minister said that the policy of zero tolerance has been adopted so that there is no
corruption at any level in the distribution
of funds. It is also necessary to carry out
reconstruction works in time after the
damage caused to power substations and
roads etc. by floods. For this, the work
should be completed in consultation
with all the collectors, public representatives, members of the Crisis Management
Group. Repair of canals should also be
done on war footing.
Chouhan said that the vaccination
work to protect against Corona has
reduced in the flood-affected districts to
some extent. Now it is necessary to expedite this work. The vaccination campaign

will be conducted on September 17 on
the birthday of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. There is a need to increase the
pace of vaccination work in Gwalior and
Chambal divisions. Efforts are being
made to ensure that all the eligible people of the state should get the first dose of
the vaccine mandatorily by the end of
this month. The fear of the third wave of
Corona will have to be eliminated with
public cooperation and caution.Earlier,
relief amount of Rs 78 crore 38 lakh was
distributed to one lakh 2 thousand flood
affected people of the state. Today, the
first installment of an amount of Rs one
lakh per beneficiary was given to the
approved cases at the rate of Rs 2.50 lakh
per beneficiary for completely houses
buildings in urban areas. Relief amount is
also being provided for damaged buildings in rural areas and damage caused to
fields due to sand, stone etc. or soil erosion. Chouhan also interacted with beneficiaries after distributing funds at CM
House. In Gwalior and Chambal divisions where there are frequent floods, it
should be considered whether villagers
can be settled at higher places. For this
study and report should be prepared.

paduka pujan in Chaturmas

Team Absolute | Bhopal

hief Minister Shivraj
Singh Chouhan
reached the
Chaturmas programme of
Sant Ravi Shankar Maharaj
Rawatpura Sarkar at Shri
Leela Lawn located at
Rajmarg Chauraha of
Tendukheda tehsil of
Narsinghpur district.
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Chouhan and his wife
Sadhna Singh performed
paduka pujan and took
blessings from Rawatpura
Sarkar.
District in-charge and
Forest Minister Kunwar
Vijay Shah, Rajya Sabha
MP Kailash Soni, MP Rao
Uday Pratap Singh, MLAs,
officers and public representatives were present.

hollywood
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'IF THE
WORLD JUST
DANCED'
New York | Agencies

P

op music icon Diana Ross
unveiled the second single 'If
The World Just Danced' from her
new album 'Thank You', her first since
2006.
'If The World Just Danced' is cowritten with Aliandro Prawl, Andre
Pinckney, Scott M. Carter, Ed Sheeran
collaborator Amy Wadge, Vanessa
Wood, and Jaquetta Singleton.
Diana had announced her album
'Thank You', her first since 2006's 'I
Love You', with the release of its title
track back in June.
"There's no wrong way to dance,
just do it," Ross said in a statement.
"Let everyone know to have FUN. Joy,
Joy, Joy is the answer. Playfulness!
Happiness! When you dance there is
only love in life. When you dance the
world dances," she said, according to
Stereogum.com.
The songs in the album 'Thank You'
are 'Thank You', 'If the World Just
Danced', 'All Is Well', 'In Your Heart',
'Just In Case', 'The Answers Always
Love', 'Let's Do It', 'I Still Believe',
'Count On Me', 'Tomorrow', 'Beautiful
Love', 'Time To Call' and 'Come
Together'.
Diana rose to fame as the lead
singer of the vocal group the
'Supremes', who became Motown's

most successful act during the 1960s
and one of the world's best-selling girl
groups of all time. They remain the
best-charting female group in US history, with a total of 12 number-one hit
singles on the US Billboard Hot 100,
including, 'Where Did Our Love Go',
'Baby Love', 'Come See About Me', and

'Love Child'.
In the 1970s, Ross followed a solo
career and became one of the decade's
most infamous disco queens. She also
appeared in the hit movie, 'The Wiz',
as lead character Dorothy. Ross has
since also boasted big hits in the '80s
and '90s.

Jodie
Foster's mother didn't want her
to go to college

TECHNICAL GLITCHES FORCE CANCELLATION
OF LORDE'S SHOW AT MTV AWARDS
New York | Agencies

ew Zealand singersongwriter Lorde's
scheduled performance at the MTV Video Music
Awards on September 12 has
been cancelled. "Due to a
change in production elements, Lorde can no longer
perform," the VMAs tweeted."We love Lorde and cannot wait for her to perform on
the VMA stage in the future!"
the tweet said.
Lorde's 'Solar Power'
arrived last month. Her video
for the title track is nominated for Best Cinematography
at the VMAs.This is the second time that Lorde elected
not to sing at the VMAs. In
2017, battling a nasty flu,
Lorde instead danced her
way through her song
'Homemade Dynamite'. In a
since-deleted tweet recalled
by Deadline, Lorde said of the
performance, "you can't tell
in these pictures but i have
the flu so bad i needed an IV
#showgoeson #cutelilproppedupcorpse." Ella
Marija Lani Yelich-O'Connor
takes inspiration from aristocracy for her stage name
'Lorde', she is known for
employing unconventional
musical styles and introspective songwriting. Lorde's
music is primarily electropop
and contains elements of
subgenres such as dream pop
and indie-electro.Her debut
studio album 'Pure Heroine'
was released in 2013. The following year, Lorde curated
the soundtrack for the film
'The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay' Part 1 and
recorded several tracks,
including the single 'Yellow
Flicker Beat'. Her second studio album 'Melodrama'
received widespread critical
acclaim and debuted atop the
US Billboard 200. Lorde's
accolades include two
Grammy Awards, two Brit
Awards, and a Golden Globe
nomination.
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Penelope Cruz tackles
stress with meditation

Los Angeles | Agencies
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scar winning actress Penelope Cruz
uses transcendental meditation to
minimise stress and face life struggles. The Spanish star first experimented
with meditation when she was a teenager
but she started taking it seriously to decompress from her film sets and to ease any worries she may have, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
Cruz said: "I practiced meditation as a
teenager, I stopped
for a while, then I
took the transcendental meditation
courses and I
chose to dedicate
myself to it." The
actress, who has
two children -son Leo and
daughter
Luna, with
actor husband
Javier Bardem,
is always busy
with her career
and family and
wants to devote

wo-time Oscar winner Jodie Foster ignored her mother's
advice twice in her life; once when she told her not to go
to college, and secondly when she told her not to become
a director.
Foster started her career in the 1960s when she was just
three-years-old with appearances in ads and TV shows. Next
decade she established as a major young talent with her
acclaimed performances in Martin Scorsese's 'Taxi Driver' and
the hit children's musical 'Bugsy Malone'.
In 1980, she took a break from Hollywood to study AfricanAmerican literature at Yale University, something which her
mother Evelyn tried to dissuade her from as she thought it
would ruin her acting career, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
Foster's mother also didn't want her to step behind the cameras and become a director. Talking about some of the biggest
risks she's taken in her career, Foster shared: "Well, there are a
number of them. The first one was to go to university instead of
staying in the cinema. "I studied at Yale for five years. Everyone
was telling me, 'Your career will be finished!' But my education
was so useful for what I did later. I learnt how to read deeply at
university and this helped in my work as an actress.
"And then I became a director just after the Oscar and the
same person, (whispers) my mother, told me that it was a very
bad idea to be a director since I was at the height of my acting
career and it was the moment when I could make the most
money."
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herself as much as she can to her
children.Her mother Encarna keeps telling
her to take more time out for herself, despite
never taking that advice herself when
Encarna was raising the 'Nine' star and her
iblings.Speaking to Italian publication IO
Donna, Cruz said: "I have a trait that I inherited from my mother, who was equally
demanding with herself: she was very busy
and yet -- very generous -- she managed to
give everything to her three children.

Sacha Baron Cohen is
frustrated by Covid lies
Los Angeles | Agencies

B

ritish actor-filmmaker Sacha Baron Cohen "cannot understand why more is not being
done to tackle misinformation" about Covid-19 on social media.

Cohen said: "Listen, I'm a comedian, so don't take anything I say too seriously. But if you
think the fundamental responsibility of government is to safeguard the lives of its people and
there were powerful companies spreading lies that killed people...
"Well, you would think government would try to stop those lies, either by legislation or by
fines.
"There were thousands of people dying from misinformation about Covid, but there were
no penalties for social media."
The "Borat" star was an outspoken critic of former President Donald Trump before last
year's US election. Although he generally dislikes "celebrities forcing politics down peoAple's
throats", Cohen felt a need to make his voice heard, reports femalefirst.co.uk.
"I have a revulsion of celebrities forcing politics down people's throats, but I couldn't look
at myself in the mirror on election day if I had not done everything I could to try to prevent
Trump getting in again."Cohen, who won The Icon Award at the GQ Men Of The Year
Awards 2021 in association with BOSS, has been a consistent critic of social media companies over recent years.

Alessandra Ambrosio
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FOURTH TEST: INDIA WIN BY 157
RUNS, TAKE 2-1 LEAD IN SERIES
London | Agencies

heart of England batting.
Jadeja removed opener Haseeb Hameed (63
off 193) through one that turned from the rough
and clipped his off-stump.
Bumrah then hit England with a double
whammy as he breached the defences of Ollie
Pope (2) and Jonny Bairstow (0) in his successive overs. Jadeja then picked Moeen Ali caught
bat-pad.

I

ndia pulled off a sensational 157-run win in
the fourth Test against England, only their
second-ever at The Oval and first at the
venue after 1971, to take an unassailable 2-1
lead in the five-match series. This is also only
the second time in history -- after 1986 -- that
India have won two Tests on one tour of
England.
They had beaten England by 151 runs in the
second Test at Lord's last month.
England had resumed the fifth and final day
strongly placed at 77 without loss and even
though they lost a couple of wickets in the first
session, they had moved to 131/2 and looked
good to draw the Test.
However, within 35 balls, between overs 61.3
and 67.2, pacer Jasprit Bumrah (2/27) and spinner Ravindra Jadeja (2/50) turned the game in
India's favour, sharing four wickets to spear the

Brief scores
India 191 and 466 vs England
290 and 210 all out in 92.2 overs
(Rory Burns 50, Haseeb Hameed
63, Joe Root 36, Jasprit Bumrah
2/27, R Jadeja 2/50, Umesh
Ya d av 3 / 6 0 , S h a rd u l T h a k u r
2/22)

England went from 141/2 to 147/6.

It was too much for England to handle

A 35-run partnership between Joe Root (36) and Chris Woakes (18) kept England alive. But
then Root was unlucky to be bowled off Shardul Thakur as he chopped the ball onto the
stumps.Woakes followed at the stroke of tea, caught at mid-wicket off Umesh Yadav (3/60). India
had picked six wickets in the session between lunch and tea.They mopped up the tail quickly
post-tea. The victory was through a remarkable turnaround for India as they had been bowled
out for 191 in the first innings. But they managed to restrict England's first-innings lead to just 99
runs on a placid wicket. Virat Kohli's men then ensured better batting in second innings. The top
three batsmen shone and India, with contribution from middle and lower order took the total to
466 and set England a target of 368 to win.

Shardul Thakur was the silent performer who made the difference as he
hit fifties in both innings and picked three crucial wickets. The first innings
half-century took India to 191 and the second innings fifty helped him
stitch a 100-run partnership for the seventh wicket with Rishabh Pant
and took the lead beyond 300.Rohit Sharma scored his maiden overseas
Test century in the second innings. Cheteshwar Pujara and skipper Virat
Kohli chipped in with a fifty each.

Durand Cup: Jamshedpur FC, FC Bengaluru United win opening matches

Kolkata|Agencies

I

ndian Super League (ISL) side Jamshedpur FC
defeated I-League team Sudeva Delhi FC by a
solitary goal while second-division club FC
Bengaluru United too got off to a winning start in
the Durand Cup, beating Central Reserve Police
Force Football Club (CRPF FC) by an identical margin on Monday.
The ISL side successfully held on to its 1-0 lead,
which was nicked by one of their academy graduates, Lalruatmawia, in the 34th minute at the
Mohun Bagan Athletic Club Ground.
The first half was a cagey affair with neither side
being able to get a strong foothold in the game.
Jamshedpur fielded a team dominated by young
academy players and reserves, but so did Sudeva.
However, the team from the capital had a better
share of chances.
FC Bayern Munich U19 World Squad player
Subho Paul squandered a golden opportunity for
Sudeva in the 61st minute when the away side were
awarded a penalty for a handball. Subho stepped
up for the spot-kick but had his effort comfortably
saved by Jamshedpur goalkeeper Vishal Yadav.

Yadav was awarded the Man of the Match (MOTM)
for his clean-sheet and penalty-saving heroics.
Manzi scores for Bengaluru United Earlier in the
day, second division side FC Bengaluru United reg-

Ajaz Patel, Cole McConchie guide
NZ to 52-run win vs Bangladesh

A

R

ed Bull's Max Verstappen
retook the lead in the 2021
Formula One World
Championship in dominant style
with a home win at the Dutch
Grand Prix.
Cheered to the echo on Sunday
evening by 65,000 passionate spectators at Zandvoort, Verstappen
headed off title rival Lewis
Hamilton at the first corner and

Shastri, Arun, Sridhar test positive,
won't travel for 5th Test

London | Agencies

I

ndian head coach Ravi
Shastri, bowling coach
Bharat Arun and fielding
coach R Sridhar have returned
positive results following their
RT-PCR tests for Covid-19 on
Sunday.
As a result, they will not
travel to Manchester for the
fifth and final Test that begins
at Old Trafford on September
10.
"Ravi Shastri, Bharat Arun
and R Sridhar, the head coach,
bowling coach and fielding
coach of the Indian team
respectively, have returned
positive RT-PCR tests for
Covid-19 on Sunday. This will
prevent them from travelling to
Manchester for the fifth and

final Test of India's tour of
England, starting September
10 at Old Trafford," said a
report in espncricinfo.com.
The Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI) is yet to
issue an official statement on
this.
Arun, Sridhar and team
physiotherapist Nitin Patel
were forced into isolation on

the innings and revive Bangladesh, they suffered further when McConchie picked up two
more wickets in back-to-back overs, removing
Nurul Hasan (8) and Saifuddin (8). In the end,
Bangladesh were bowled out for 76 in the
20th over giving New Zealand a big 52-run
victory.Earlier, after being asked to bat first,
New Zealand posted 128 for 5.

Brief scores
New Zealand 128/5 in 20 overs (H Nicholls
36 not out, T Blundell 30 not out) beat
Bangladesh 76 in 19.4 overs (A Patel 4/16,
C McConchie 3/15) by 52 runs.

Sunday and like Shastri did not
travel to the ground after they
were found to be in close contact with Shastri, who had tested positive in a lateral flow test
on Sunday.
The Board had on Sunday
confirmed that Shastri had
tested positive after lateral flow
test and that he and his contacts were put into isolation.

US Open: French Open champ Krejcikova gets past Muguruza
New York

While Krejcikova and Sabalenka
are familiar with each other's doubles
games, having met three times, they
have played just once in singles.

rench Open champion Barbora
Krejcikova of the Czech
Republic held off a spirited
comeback from former world No.1
Garbine Muguruza, defeating the
Spaniard 6-3, 7-6(4) to advance to her
maiden US Open quarterfinal.
The No.8 seed Krejcikova has now
won 29 of her last 32 matches and tallied her fourth top-10 win of the season to make her second major quarterfinal of the season. She will face
No.2 seed Aryna Sabalenka of Belarus
on Tuesday.
After the match, Krejcikova sat at
her bench and appeared to struggle
to catch her breath. She was eventually helped off court by the physio and
tournament doctor.
Krejcikova will face Sabalenka in
the quarterfinals. The Belarusian is
the highest seed remaining in the
tournament and moved through to
her second straight Slam quarterfinal
with a 6-4, 6-1 win over Elise Mertens.

ALCARAZ BOOKS MAIDEN
SLAM QF BERTH

Fernandez stuns Kerber to reach quarters
New York: Canadian teenager Leylah Fernandez
staged a fine comeback to knock out former US Open
champion Angelique Kerber of Germany, and reach the
first Grand Slam quarterfinal of her career. In a battle of
left-handers, world No.73 Fernandez fought back from a
set and a break down to stun No.16 seed and 2016 US
Open winner Kerber, 4-6, 7-6(5), 6-2, in 2 hours and 15
minutes.

Verstappen takes F1 title lead
with dominant Dutch GP win
Zandvoort
(Netherlands)|Agencies

London:
Jasprit Bumrah
on Monday
became the
23rd Indian
bowler and
ninth pacer
from the country to get to 100
wickets in Test
matches. The
right-arm pace
bowler, who
took two early
wickets in
England's first
innings on Day
1 of the ongoing fourth Test to get to 99 scalps, had to wait
till the fifth day to reach the milestone in his
24th Test match.He removed Ollie Pope for
two with England's score then at 146/4.
The right-arm pace bowler averages an
impressive 22.74 for every wicket. He averages
just over 17 while bowling in the fourth
innings. Kapil Dev, Zaheer Khan, Ishant
Sharma, Javagal Srinath, Mohammed Shami,
Umesh Yadav, Karsan Ghavri and Irfan Pathan
are the other Indian pacers to have picked 100
wickets in Test cricket.

F

Dhaka

fine spell of spin bowling from Ajaz
Patel (4/16) and Cole McConchie (3/15)
helped New Zealand register a 52-run
victory over Bangladesh in the third T20
International at the Shere Bangla National
Stadium in Mirpur, giving the tourists a 2-1
lead in the five-match series.
Chasing 129, the hosts got off to a quick
start with Liton Das smashing five fours in 2.3
overs, but their innings was jolted when
McConchie removed Liton. Before
Bangladesh could recover, Ajaz Patel struck in
the next over with two big wickets.
The first to depart was Mahedi Hasan, who
looked to flick but ended up edging it to
Henry Nicholls at mid-wicket. He was followed by Shakib Al Hasan, who went for a
duck. Rachin Ravindra got in on the act two
overs later with the wicket of Mohammad
Naim, who dragged a thick inside edge off his
bat onto his stumps.
Although Mushfiqur Rahim tried to steady

istered a maiden Durand Cup win on debut, when
they outplayed CRPF 1-0 with the help of a Pedro
Manzi second-half strike at the Kalyani
Stadium.The Richard Hood-coached side, staved
off a gritty display by the CRPF, particularly in the
first half, to come up trumps and thereby take second place behind Mohammedan Sporting in
Group A of the 130th edition of the iconic football
tournament.
CRPF began growing into the game in the first
half, thanks in particular to a fine display by midfielder Dashpreet Singh, although Manzi had an
early sight at goal. CRPF had as many as five corners in the half and came close to scoring a couple
of times, but their forwards Amit Gayen and
Ramesh Dolai could not capitalise.Whatever hopes
CRPF had of staging a comeback was dealt a blow
in the 27th minute of the second half, when just
before the hydration break, their keeper Moses
Antony was sent off by referee Rahul Gupta for a
handball just outside the box. He was immediately
replaced by reserve keeper Shakti Das, but it was
still an uphill task for the 10-man CRPF side. Pedro
Manzi was deservedly declared the Man of the
Match for the game.

Bumrah ninth Indian pacer
to get 100 Test wickets

was never headed as he completed
a pole-to-flag victory.
The Zandvoort circuit was hosting an F1 Grand Prix for the first
time since 1985, and though its
twisty and undulating nature
proved a big hit with drivers, the
tight confines of the beachside
track made the race a somewhat
processional affair, Xinhua reports.
Hamilton had to be content with
second place and the bonus point
for fastest lap on a day where
Mercedes had no ans

New York Spain's
Carlos Alcaraz
became the
youngest US Open
quarterfinalist in the
Open Era after he
ended the run of
qualifier Peter Gojowczyk of
Germany in five sets at Flushing
Meadows here.
The 18-year-old Alcaraz, who
had stunned Greece's Stefanos
Tsitsipas in a third-round match to
become the youngest man to
defeat a Top-3 player at the US
Open, secured back-to-back fiveset victories for the first time in his
career to advance 5-7, 6-1, 5-7, 6-2,
6-0 on Sunday evening.

Brazil-Argentina WC qualifier suspended
Sao Paulo|Agencies

razil's home World Cup qualifier against
Argentina was suspended on Sunday
after four players from the visiting team
were accused of breaching COVID-19 protocols.
Officials from Brazilian health regulator
Anvisa walked onto the Corinthians Arena
pitch seven minutes after kickoff to order the
game be halted.
According to the government agency,
Premier League players Emiliano Martinez,
Giovani Lo Celso, Cristian Romero and
Emiliano Buendia failed to comply with entry
regulations for travellers.
Rules introduced to curb the spread of
COVID-19 prohibit non-Brazilians from
entering the country if they have passed
through the United Kingdom, South Africa,
Northern Ireland and India in the past 14
days. In a statement issued hours before the
match, Anvisa accused the players of providing false information on immigration forms

B

and ordered them to self-isolate immediately,
Xinhua reported.
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'Dholna' is wedding
dance number:
Sonnalli Seygall
bai
Team Absolute|Mum
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igg Boss OTT' till now was all about the game of
connections but finally all connections in the
house are dissolved and now it's time for the
contestants to play solo.
Bigg Boss announced that all connections are free
now to play their individual game, as per their
thoughts and strategy.
The buzzer to change connection has been
removed from the house. Well initially Raqesh Bapat
and Shamita Shetty seemed to be sharing a good
friendship. Though the connection was often seen fighting but also making up the very next moment.
All contestants - Nishant Bhat, Moose Jattana, Divya
Agarwal, Raqesh Bapat, Shamita Shetty, Neha Bhasin and
Pratik Sehajpal - will further play their individual game. 'Bigg
Boss OTT' streams on Voot.
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MALLIKA SHERAWAT, ESHA GUPTA
UNMASK THEIR CHARACTERS IN 'NAKAAB'

HRITHIK ROSHAN FLAUNTS HIS
BEEFED-UP BICEPS, PIC GOES VIRAL
Team Absolute|Mumbai

ollywood star Hrithik Roshan's latest picture has sent social media
into a tizzy as he is seen flaunting his pumped up "Bollywood
biceps". The actor's name is currently trending on Twitter courtesy
the black and white picture he has shared on Instagram on Monday. In
the image, the 'War' actor is seen wearing a loose vest and flashing his
biceps for the camera.
The 47-year-old actor, who is fondly called as the 'Greek God of
Bollywood' thanks to his good features, is sporting a rugged beard and
messy hair in the picture. "Bolo bollywood bicep ki jai," he wrote as the
caption for the photograph, which in just two hours has garnered 1.3 million likes on the photo-sharing website. Hrithik is currently prepping for
his next 'Fighter' which also stars Deepika Padukone. 'Fighter' will be
India's first-ever aerial action genre film. Directed by Siddharth Anand,
the film will be shot using the latest technology and filming techniques,
and at locations across the world. 'Fighter' is slated for release in 2022.

RICHA CHADHA WANTS
ALL-FEMALE CREW FOR MAIDEN
PRODUCTION VENTURE
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he trailer of web series
'Nakaab' has been launched.
It is an investigative thriller
directed by Soumik Sen and stars
Mallika Sherawat, Esha Gupta and
Gautam Rode in the lead.
Speaking about her character,
Mallika said, "This series investigates the hidden nuances of a
glamorous industry. I play Zohra

T

who is an inspiring single woman
at the apex of the media industry,
but her character is mysterious. It's
the kind of part I have never
explored before and honestly I feel
it's the role of a lifetime. 'Nakaab'
has crime, drama, secrets, and
scandals and is a complete entertainer. However, it was the fantastic
mysteriously layered character
written by Soumik that made me
immediately take up the part." In
the show, cop Aditi Amre (Esha
Gupta) gets assigned to a highprofile death case of a prime-time
television actress Vibha Dutta
(Ankita Chakrobarty) who was
very close to television czarina
Zohra Mehra (Mallika Sherawat).

INSTAGRAM PIC OF THE DAY

Aditi's monotonous life turns
upside down when she starts
unfolding intricate details about
the case.
As Aditi embarks on this journey
with her senior, Pawan Bisht
(Gautam Rode), she discovers a
part of her own personality that
she never knew existed within her.
Playing the role of Sub Inspector
Aditi Amre, Esha Gupta said,
"What pulled me towards playing
this character is that it has
immense depth. Investigative dramas or thrillers have been a personal favourite for me, and I found
the backdrop of this story really
interesting." 'Nakaab' will go live
on September 15 on MX Player.

Bollywood stars take over the kitchen in new season of 'Star Vs Food'
Team Absolute|Mumbai

he new season of the Bollywood food
reality show 'Star Vs Food' will be
releasing on September 8, featuring Anil Kapoor, Badshah, Janhvi Kapoor,
Ananya Panday, Nora Fatehi, and Zakir
Khan.
As all the stars who have taken part in
the show and tried their hands in cooking,
one of the most excited among all is Janhvi
Kapoor.
Janhvi said, "The experience of cooking a
Korean dish was unparalleled as I was on
the knife's edge this time unlike enjoying
my meal in a restaurant. Korean is one of
the most challenging cuisines to prepare,
but Chef Basu's passion encouraged me to
attempt even after so many blunders and
'Oops' moments in the kitchen!! It makes
me extremely proud to overcome my
kitchen fear and nail something so difficult."
Featuring Mumbai and Delhi's popular

T

fine dining restaurants such as Silly, Moner,
Blah!, Chi Ni - The Roseate, Jamun and
Dashanzi, the show promises to be a delectable treat for audiences across the country.
Sharing her experience, Ananya said,
"My sister Rysa bakes and knows how to
cook. I knew this won't be easy for me as
my parents have never seen me in the
kitchen, unlike my sister. So here I am, taking up this challenge and ready to shock
my family with my hidden talent, maybe.
(Laughs)."
Being a foodie and Punjabi, rapper
Badshah is also looking forward to the
show, as he mentioned, "food is a big part
of a Punjabi's life but unfortunately, I can't
cook the way I like to eat! Hopefully, now
that I have some professional training, I can
try satisfying my palate with my own cooking."
Actress Norah Fatehi on the other hand
is excited because she has got a chance to
cook some of her traditional food for the
show.

Priya P Varrier
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